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Aerodynamics of a Double Element Wing in
Ground Effect
Xiri Zhang* and Jonathan Zerihan^
Aeronautics and Astronautics, School of Engineering Sciences,
University of Southampton,
Southampton SO 17 1BJ, U.K.
A study was performed of a cambered* double-element^ high-lift wing operating in
fgrouxtd cd9fect« The effect of ground proximity and fiap setting has been quantified in terms
of aerodynamic performance and off-surface fiowfield characteristics. Measurements in-
clude surface pressure taps, fbrce* surface gtreakiines, and laser doppier anemometry
(LDA). It was found from the Haw visualization that the Bow is three-dimensional (3D)
towards the wing tip with the main element generating most of the downfbrce, but retains
quasi-2£> features near the centre of the wing* However, at large heights the downforce
increases asymptotically with a reduction in height, Then there is either a plateau, in the
case of a low flap angle, or a reduction in down-force* in the case of a !arg« flap angle, The
downforce then increases again until it reaches a maximum, and then reduces at a height
near the ground « The maximum downforce is dictated by gains in downforce from lower
surface suction increases and losses in downforce due to upper surface pressure losses and
lower surface suction losses, with a reduction In height* For the high Hap angle, there is
a sharp reduction just beyond the maximum, due to the boundary layer separating* and
a resultant loss of circulation on. the main element*
Nomenclature
6 = Wing span; 1100mm
c = Wing chord; 380mm
c/ = Flap chord; 16§,7mm
(7p = Drag coefficient,
CL = Lift coefficient,
Ct — Section lift coefficient
Cje«n* ^ Section lift coefficient at wing centre
Cp = Pressure coefficient, p/f oo
ft = Height above ground
Re — Reynolds number, pU^c/ft
U<» — Freestream velocity
UiV,w — Velocity components in ar,j?,z axes system
ti'ti' = TVirbulent stress
Umin = Minimum t* velocity component in wake
a?,|^,z = Cartesian coordinates, x -fve downstream,




5, C = Local coordinates? £ tangential,
£ normal
/i =: Density
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Introduction
A wing operating in the proximity to the grouodintroduces different flow physics from that in
freestream. In a typical aeronautical application, the
pressure surface is placed nearest to the ground, and
the pressure rise on the pressure surface introduces ex-
tra lift. There have been a large number of research
in the field.1 However comparatively little informa-
tion IB placed in public domain about an inverted wing
in ground effect, which has its application, in the au-
tomobile industry. For example, the front wing of a
racing car operates in ground effect, at typical heights
of TO 100mm from the ground ,2 and produces about
25*30% of the total downforce of the car,3 The down-
force works in conjunction with the mechanical grip, to
improve the acceleration, braking, and. cornering speed
of the car. However, it is not only the overall level of
downforce that is the important factor. The front wing
changes height from the ground
 ? due to the suspension
movements on the car. This severely affects the level
of downforce produced by the front wing, hence the
grip at the front. It is important to maintain consis-
tent levels of front end grip, not only for performance
reasons. It is not only important to have a car that
handles well for performance reason, it is also a sig-
nificant safety issue. In addition to the aerodynamic
performaiice of the front wing, another major issue is
the wake/vortices that it generates. The flow to the
undurtray and dllfuser in particular, but also the ra^
diators and rear wing, is severely affected by the front
wing because they all operate in the wake/vortices
from the wing.
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